
ARK seeks to identify disruptive innovation in the public markets. We research a
global universe that spans sectors and market capitalizations to offer investment
solutions with low correlation to traditional index-based strategies, because we
believe innovation is key to growth.

Focused on
investing in disruptive
innovation.
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ARK’s latest research on disruptive innovation:

Electric Vehicles Are
Outperforming the

Square Cash App's Viral
Marketing Strategy

https://ark-funds.com/
https://www.americanbeaconfunds.com/mutual_funds/ARK.aspx
https://ark-invest.com/smas
https://ark-invest.com/institutional
https://ark-invest.com/research/ev-growth-outperforming-the-traditional-s-curve-dynamics
https://ark-invest.com/research/ev-growth-outperforming-the-traditional-s-curve-dynamics
https://ark-invest.com/research/squares-cash-app-twitter
https://ark-invest.com/research/squares-cash-app-twitter
https://ark-invest.com/


Traditional S-Curve
Dynamics

Attracts Users

Subscribe to ARK’s Research Newsletter?

ARK Podcast

FYI – FOR YOUR
INNOVATION

ARK’s podcast offers an intellectual discussion

on recent developments across disruptive

innovation—driven by research, news,

controversies, companies, and technological

breakthroughs. In every episode ARK and guests

provide unique perspectives on how best to

understand disruptive innovation and how to

capture technologically enabled growth.

   

   

Listen Now

https://ark-invest.com/research/ev-growth-outperforming-the-traditional-s-curve-dynamics
https://ark-invest.com/research/squares-cash-app-twitter
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/fyi-for-your-innovation/id1271691895?mt=2
https://www.google.com/podcasts?feed=aHR0cHM6Ly9hcmstaW52ZXN0LmNvbS9mZWVkL3BvZGNhc3Q%3D
https://open.spotify.com/show/0xOdWuktBQKWCv2mlVjizn?si=YNUGR7f4T0-rugdKea4L1Q
https://ark-invest.com/research/podcast


ARK White Papers

IN-DEPTH
RESEARCH
REPORTS

ARK’s white papers are the result of extensive in-

house research and modeling. ARK’s analysts

present conclusions and projections for some of

the most disruptive areas of innovation.

We are passionate about disruptive innovation

and want you to be as well. Read our original

research and innovation white papers to learn

more about disruptive technologies and the

investment opportunities they create.

Download White Papers

ARK Webinar

MONTHLY MARKET
UPDATE

We invite you to join our monthly webinar series

presented by ARK’s Chief Investment Officer,

Catherine D. Wood, and her teams of thematic

analysts. The webinar offers a Q&A-based

discussion on recent market developments,

macro economics, and thematic investing in

disruptive innovation.

Dates: The 2nd Tuesday of Every Month

https://ark-invest.com/innovation-white-papers


Duration: 30 – 60 mins

 
Register Here

Watch Recordings

ARK Research Blogs

ORIGINAL
RESEARCH

We believe our combination of top-down and

bottom-up research allows ARK to identify

disruptive innovation early and better understand

the magnitude of the opportunity. We aim to

educate investors on the pace of change and

share our research with the world.

All original research is vetted through ARK’s

research ecosystem and by its Director of

Research. Every published blog is reviewed by

ARK’s Chief Investment Officer, Catherine D.

Wood.

Read ARK Research

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7119127061193927937
https://ark-invest.com/research/category/market-insights/webinar
https://ark-invest.com/disruptive-innovation-research


MEET THE ARK
TEAM
A group of people passionate about
disruptive innovation.

Watch the ARK Video

DISRUPTIVE�
INNOVATION
/dɪsˈrʌptɪv/ • /ɪnəˈveɪʃ(ə)n/

ARK defines ‘‘disruptive innovation’’ as the

introduction of a technologically enabled new

product or service that should change an industry

landscape by creating simplicity and accessibility

while driving down costs.

We believe the opportunities resulting from
disruptive innovation often are
underestimated or misunderstood by
traditional investment managers focused too
much on traditional sectors and short-term
price movements. ARK’s analyst research
spans across sectors, industries, and
markets to gain a deeper understanding of
the convergence, market potential, and long-
term impact of disruptive innovation.

Explore ARK Advisor Services

https://ark-invest.com/innovation-strategies
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Cathie Wood is one of
Bloomberg’s Top 50
Read the Article ➔ The Bloomberg 50:
The People Who Defined Global
Business in 2018

Curated by Bloomberg Businessweek editors

“Over time, innovation should displace industry incumbents,
increase efficiencies, and gain majority market share, offering
growth opportunities for investors. More importantly,
disruptive innovation impacts and concerns all of our lives
and changes the way the world works.”

Catherine D. Wood
Chief Investment Officer/ Chief Executive Officer

http://ark-invest.com/wp-content/trades/ARK_Trades.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-bloomberg-50/
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-bloomberg-50/

